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Winter-Spring 2018 Programs
Wednesday, Feb. 7th

Regionalisms

Is this a can of “pop” or “soda”? Do you
think we don’t have accents hereabouts?
Heard of the “Northern City Vowel Shift”?
Jay Haarburger will come from PA to tell us about
this & other regionalisms.

Wednesday, April. 4th

Melting Pot

The United States is a land made by
people with backgrounds so different
they frequently did not know one another's language. What happens to make us all
"American"? This process was once called a
"melting pot." and later called a "mosaic," a "quilt,"
and a "gumbo." Each of these terms has political and
policy implications--in our past and now. Our
presentation this month will look at some of the processes involved becoming American, how best to
describe them and what difference they make. Expect a few Cleveland examples! Come with your
questions and expect some discussion.
Our speaker is the noted historian, Dr John
Grabowski. He is well-known in Cleveland and beyond for his work on local history and he holds a
joint appointment with the Department of History at
CWRU and the Western Reserve Historical Society,
where he serves as an Historian and Senior VP for
Research and Publications. He is the editor of David
Van Tassel's The Encyclopedia of Cleveland History and the author of Sports in Cleveland: An Illustrated History.

Outside of a dog, a book is a person’s best friend.
Inside of a dog it’s too dark to read.

Centennial: South Euclid 1917-2017. A
couple dozen locals wrote essays on some
area of our history. These short, very
readable essays relate many of the stories
of South Euclid past and present. $15.00
Intersections at Mayfield and Green:
Stories of South Euclid’s First Century.
Seven groups of Notre Dame College students wrote an historical fiction piece
taking place locally in some decade from
1880-1975. Easy reading for tweens on
up. $10.00
Both books are available at Coffee Phix Café, Notre
Dame College Library, S. Euclid Community Center, S. Euclid True Value Hardware, and Warehouse
Beverage. Or from Lulu.com or us:
SE-Lhistory.org/html/merchandise.html

You deserve a brick today!
Please consider getting a signature brick for your
or your company to be set in the Gatehouse patio
of the Telling Mansion:
http://SE-Lhistory.org/brick.pdf

Unless otherwise noted, programs begin approx. 7:45
(following our 7:30
meeting) at D’Amico Community Center, 1370 Victory Dr., S. Euclid, 44121
All are welcome! No charge for attendance!

